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Interviewee: Professor Hermann Oberth
Interviewers: Dr. Martin Harwit and Mr. Frank Winter (based
mainly on questions prepared by Frank Winter)
Date: November 14, 1987
Location: Feucht, West Germany
TAPE 1, SIDE 1

Dr. Harwit: The following is an interview with Professor Hermann
Oberth made on November 14, 1987, at his home in Feucht, West
Germany. We will have this tape typed and sent to you.
You can
proofread it and alter it as you see fit.
Professor Oberth:

If I what?

Harwit:
Sometimes people, the interviewees, do not wish to have
the tape published except for historians. Some people also want
publication withheld until after their death since they talk
about things which should remain secret during their life time.
It depends on you what you wish.
Oberth:

I do not know of course what your questions will be.

Harwit: Yes, you can decide later.
I wanted only to tell you
that you can speak quite freely and then give us permission to
open the tape after 10 years or whenever you want. We will have
you sign a document as you will have to give permission. At present it goes only into the archives.
Oberth:

Now you tell me what you want to ask.

Harwit: OK. Now I want to be sure that you understand what we
are about to ask you.
Of course we know quite a bit about your
life through various books and essays, some written by you. The
questions we will ask you are therefore partially those which
will fill some gaps where we do not have any information or where
we are not clear about something. And there are some also about
the environment in which you did your work. Therefore we will
ask you about other people, colleagues or scientists with whom
you may have been in contact during your endeavors and who had
also an interest in space flight and rockets.
That is, technicians, writers and other people. This is only to give you an
overview about what we will ask you today.
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There is something we want to ask you of which we are not completely sure. And that is regarding the time of your birth in
Hermannstadt, named today Sibiu. Were you at that time a citizen
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire?
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: And did you become a Rumanian citizen after the first
world war?
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: You only became a German citizen in 1941 to be allowed
to work in Peenemuende. Is that correct?
Oberth:
Yes. I wanted really to become immediately a German
citizen, but that was not possible.
Harwit:

Why was it not possible?

Oberth: Laws for Rumanians were passed, don't you understand
that? The frontier officer had said so.
So I said, oh yes, that
I understand. The law--the house is situated on a peninsula, the
ocean has inundated it, the ocean is my homeland and the sharks
become my compatriots. So he said, yes, that is unfortunatly so.
Harwit:
But you have always presented yourself as a German
national?
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

And that did not help you at that time?

Oberth:

No.

Harwit:
During the time of the Austro-Hungarian Empire you presented yourself as an Austrian.
Oberth: Yes, actually as a Hungarian citizen, naturally of
German nationality.
Harwit: At that time was there a difference between a Hungarian
citizen and Austrian citizenships?
Oberth: There was actually no real difference.
But I was an
Austrian-Hungarian citizen. But Hungary was a rather independent
country.
Both countries had really only one emperor and a king
in common.
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Harwit:

But the predominant language at home was always German.

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

And you speak Hungarian too?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

And Rumanian.

Oberth:

We only learned Rumanian later.

Harwit:
I noted that you were examined in Rumanian for your doctorate. Was that the reason for your Rumanian studies or was it
required of all students at the Gymnasium [senior high school]?
Oberth: As long as I was at the Gymnasium it was AustroHungarian. But later I naturally had to work in Rumanian.
Harwit: Now I
as a youngster
sion] in which
you pushed the
describe it?

want to ask you about your youth.
Is it true that
you undertook an early test [of reaction propulyou were in a rowboat filled with stones, and then
stones out [to make the boat go forward]? Can you

Oberth:
Yes, but that was not in Schaessburg where I then lived
but on the Lake st. Anne, in the mountains.
I was in a river;
there were stones on the river bank; I put them in the boat and
then pushed them off.
In reality it was already clear to me what
would happen.
Harwit:

And you threw them off or pushed them off?

Oberth:

I pushed them off; the stones were quite heavy.

Harwit:

Do you remember how old you were then?

Oberth:

About 14.

Harwit:

And the name was Lake st. Anne.

Oberth:

The river had no name.

And the river?

Harwit: What was the reaction of your father and your mother in
general to your early interest in space travel and rockets?
Oberth: They did not take it seriously.
But my mother had read
the books by Jules Verne and gave them to me.
So I had both
books From the Earth to the Moon and Voyage Around the Moon---the
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German translations---and I started to think about it
[spaceflight], that perhaps it would really be possible.
Harwit:
ments?

And what did your parents say about your various experi-

Oberth:

I did not do [that] many experiments as a child.

Harwit: Naturally.
But nevertheless you did---as is known--make simple experiments as with those stones.
Oberth:

In general I did not talk very much about my trials.

Harwit: Because you thought that perhaps they would not be well
received?
Oberth:
I am a person who does not talk unnecessarily.
rather discreet.

I am

Harwit: And so you could not obtain much help from your parents
because of your secretiveness?
Oberth:

In general I did not expect any help.

Harwit:

Or also not received?

Oberth:

And not received.

Harwit: As one reads, you were about 11 years old when you had
read the books by Jules Verne.
Oberth: Yes, I got the books for Christmas in 1905 and read them
in the winter of 1905-06.
Harwit:
Could you name other books or stories about space travel
which at that time made an impression upon you or influenced you?
Oberth: Yes, I read quite a number. But I saw immediately that
it [space travel) would not be possible that way.
Harwit:
Even at that age? Did your enthusiasm persist for
novels of this type, so-called science fiction?
Oberth: Yes, I read them.
would not work.

But naturally I always saw why it

Harwit:

Did you also read H.G. Wells, the English writer?

Oberth:

No, I did not read him.
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Harwit: Were you in any way influenced in your thinking about
space flight by the great interest during the so-called Mars
"furor"?
Oberth:

I do not quite understand.

Harwit:
In the years 1907, 1909, 1916 Earth was very near planet
Mars. And at that time there was great interest.
Oberth:

Yes, one thought that Mars was possibly inhabited.

Harwit:

Yes.

Did that impress you?

Oberth:
I always thought, "fly there, have a look at what it is
all about."
Harwit: What do you now actually think about the possibility of
life on Mars? Do you have an impression?
Oberth:

But now it is clear that Mars is completely uninhabited.

Harwit: Because of Viking, the American space probe which had
landed there?
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: You do not think that perhaps somewhere ... I want to say,
if one had only landed at a special place [on Mars].
Oberth:
Mars.

Yes, but I do not think that somewhere life exists on

Harwit:
In spite of this, did you think that there might be subterranean canals with water?
Oberth:

I do not believe that.

Harwit:

Do you remember Halley's Comet which appeared in 1910?

Oberth: Yes.
I remember that I awoke one morning and the sky
was not red but white.
Harwit:

Really?

Oberth:

Yes, the Sun had just gone through the [comet's] tail.

Harwit:

Well, you must have been about 16 years old then?
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Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:
flight?

Did the comet influence your thinking about space

Oberth:

No.

Harwit: Or did you think of the possiblity of using a space
probe or a space ship for the exploration of the comet?
Oberth:

I thought about it.

Harwit:

Can you elaborate on it?

Oberth: What can I say? I thought that eventually one will be
able to fly to a comet with a space ship to see what gives there.
Harwit: What was your impression about the space ship Giotto
last year? Last year several space ships passed near Halley's
Comet.
Oberth:
I have not heard much about it.
I know that they passed
by but I do not know what they discovered.
Harwit: Well, not very much.
For instance one noted that the
core of the comet is perhaps 10 to 13 km long and is shaped like
a peanut, that is two sides which are somewhat greater and in
between a thin belt ....
Oberth:

That I did not know at all.

Harwit:
... And very black. The color is almost completely
black, absorbs the light very much.
Did you meet Kurt Lasswitz
at any time?
Oberth:

I did not make his acquaintance.

I have read his book.

Harwit:

And did it influence you in any way?

Oberth:

No, I saw again that it would not work.

Harwit:
not.

OK.

Oberth:

Yes, can one do it or can one not do it.

For you the main question was if it would work or

Harwit:
In the some vein, have you ever heard of the English
astrophysicist Fred Hoyle who about 10 years ago wrote a book
titled The Black Cloud?
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Oberth:

I have heard the name but I have not read the book.

Harwit: He is really an excellent astrophysicist and one sees
with him that it would work with what he describes.
If it works
is another question but at least it could work.
Such novels are
naturally always interesting for a scientist.
But for you the
important point in science fiction stories was if it was at least
true to nature or technically possible.
Is that correct?
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

The literature itself does not give you any enjoyment?

Oberth:

What?

Harwit: The novel itself, the story was not fun, only if there
was a technical possibility.
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: What was actually the development of your ideas about
rockets and space flight? Did you originally think of other
methods to overcome the gravitational field of Earth?
Oberth: Yes; I thought of other methods but I soon noticed that
there was not anything else. For instance, I thought to build a
wheel and in front an eccentric wheel and on its spokes would be
weights, up and down, away from the center. And then I thought
when it revolves--here they have a great distance and below a
small one from the center of the wheel, and they must therefore
pull to the top.
I forgot the Coriolis force.
I thought that it
should move on the side.
Harwit:
You describe that also in your book Die Rakete zu den
Planetenraumen [The Rocket to Planetary Sp ace)?
Oberth:

No; I did not say that in my book.

Harwit:

Perhaps I have read that in an essay by you.

Oberth:

Yes, possibly.

Harwit:
error.

Yes, that you thought about it and then noticed the

Oberth:
I made also other mistakes.
I thought for instance that
it would be possible to build a tunnel that would reach to the
top of the Andes. And that one could electrically throw a sort
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of cannon ball across it; but I [soon) saw that it would not be
feasible.
Harwit:

Because of the great acceleration which would be needed?

Oberth: Of all things [not the size) because--the cannon could
be made 1000 km long--or 2000--but when the ball enters the
atmosphere there is a recoil, a resistance.
It would not have
worked.
Harwit: Prior to the account [of them) published in [1928 in]
the book by Boris Scherschewsky, The Rocket for Voyage and Flight
[ Di e Ra kete f lir Fahrt un d Flu q ), had you heard of the alleged
t rials with [gaseous fuel rocket ) combustion ootors conducted
about 1890 in Paris by the Peruvian Pedro Paulet?
Oberth:

No, not before, but later I heard of them.

Harwit: So you yourself already formulated your own ideas and
they did not have an influence on you, or did they?
Oberth: No, they had no influence. I already had my manuscript
ready for the book Die Rakete zu den Planetenraumen [The Rocket
to Planetary Space).
Harwit: Did a film made by the Frenchman George Melies in 1902,
"Voyage de la Lune" ["Voyage to the Moon") influence you?
Oberth:

It was then unknown to me.

Harwit:

Had you later heard about it?

Obert:

No.

Harwit:

At least as a child had you ever seen it?

Oberth:

No

Harwit: On page 92 of your book Die Rakete zu den Planetenraumen
you wrote that you had witnesses who could verify that your work
with rockets dated back to 1907 and that your first plan in the
year of 1909 with wet nitrocellulose as propellant could be
carried out. Could you tell us who these witnesses were?
Oberth:

They are not alive any more.

I once talked about it [the experimental work] with a co-student
of the Bischof Teutsch Gymnasium. His name was Julius Terplan.
I explained to him how one could do it.
But in general I did not
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talk much about the question.
Harwit:

Julius Terplan, he was a student with you?

Oberth:

Two years above me.

Harwit:

What was your friend's reaction; could he understand it?

Oberth:

Yes, I spoke in such a way that he could understand it.

Harwit:

But he himself did not have a special idea?

Oberth:

No, he only listened, listened to what I had to say.

Harwit: Do you have any writings from that time? You had at
that time I think, kept a little booklet in which you entered
your ideas.
Oberth:

That has all been lost.

Harwit:

During the war or already before?

Oberth: Partially already before and in part during the first
world war and in part during the second.
Harwit: One reads that very early you found concepts about the
combination of propellants, liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen, in
a book about 1911. Do you know who the author of this book was?
Oberth:

I really do not know that I had found it in a book.

Harwit:

It was at that time?

Oberth: Yes, Ziolkowsky had already earlier discovered the combination of liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen.
Harwit:

You did not know about him at that time?

Oberth: But I did not know.
I have read it after my book had
been printed. Two years after it had been published Ziolkowsky
sent me his book.
Harwit: There was a Swedish [actually Norwegian] astronomer
named [Kristian] Birkeland.
Oberth: Yes, I have heard the name but I do not remember anything about him.
Harwit:

He had actually also mentioned [or experimented with]
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oxygen/hydrogen as a propellant mixture [in 1907]. Then there
was a book by Hans Dominick, Reise zum Planeten Mars [Voyage to
the Planet Mars] [actually, his Das Erbe der Uraniden, or The
Heir of Uranides, 1928, mentioned hydrogen rocket fuel].
Oberth:

Yes, that was also a novel.

Harwit:
Yes, but it seems that the oxygen/hydrogen combination
was mentioned.
Oberth:
I read a chapter of Hans Dominick's book Das neue
Universum (The New Universe). According to his idea, gravity has
an effect that little bodies bump into each other and push the
thing off. He also wrote about the "Guzman Prize." A Mrs. [AnneEmilie-Clara] Guzman had offered a prize for the first who would
land on a foreign planet preferably Mercury or Venus. He would
receive the prize.
It was supposed to be invested at a bank at
interest and get compound interest.
It should have reached a
billion but in reality the prize was in an envelope and amounted
then to only a few hundred francs.
Harwit:

And that was about when?

Oberth:

I read about it when I was 16 years old [in ca. 1910].

Harwit:

And that was in Germany?

Oberth:
Yes, in Germany. He had written how one could make
molecular channels in an object which then flies away. Naturally
I did not take this seriously.
Harwit: You say, you do not have any more of your own original
written material of 1909 or 1912. They were all lost.
Did you
at that time already in 1912 think about storage and handling of
these [liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen] liquids at low temperatures?
Oberth:

I had already thought about it.

Harwit: And that had not deterred you as an insurmountable difficulty? Did at that time liquid air or liquid oxygen exist?
Oberth: To make liquid oxygen, air had to be distilled so that
the nitrogen would leave it and only oxygen would remain.
Harwit:

And in 1912 that was already possible?

Oberth:

Yes, it had already been done.
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Harwit: Did you establish contact with [liquid oxygen pioneer]
Karl Linde or his company?
Oberth:

I had no connection.

Harwit:

But you knew about Linde?

Oberth: Yes, and I knew about liquid air. The liquid hydrogen,
that [development] was a [by] a Dutchman, what was his name ...
Harwit:

Kammerling Onnes probably.

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: One always hears that Kammerling Onnes also liquefied
helium, and certainly hydrogen. Was he the first?
Oberth: He was the first.
He liquefied hydrogen.
know that he also liquefied helium.

I did not

Harwit: Yes, he did that. Then he also discovered some of the
curious properties of liquid helium.
Oberth:

Yes, one can discover it when one has it.

Harwit: ·And of the mathematical investigations which you made in
1910 you do not have any copies, everything has been lost?
Oberth: No, I do~'t have any copies.
I had bought the book by
August Schuster, Mathematic flir Jederman (Mathematics for Everybody) and could therefore make the calculations.
Harwit:

They were differential equations?

Oberth:

Yes, simple differential equations.

Harwit:
wise ...

In a way, you invented a differential calculus by step-

Oberth:
Yes.
I did that of course before I knew about the book.
So I stepwise calculated the thing and later when I knew about
differential calculus it became much simpler naturally.
Harwit: Which of your fundamental rocket principles or
astronautical principles were known to you in 1910 when you were
16 years old? What did you already know that later appeared in
1923 in your book?
Oberth:

I knew that if one wants to hurl an object away from
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Earth one has to obtain an escape velocity of 11 kmjsec. Then I
knew that for a spaceship one has to take air with it and what
accompanies it.
I knew that the internal balance in the inner
ear was deadened by cold water.
Harwit: You knew that then, or just a little later, when you
worked in the hospital during the war [World War I]?
Oberth:
I once wanted to swim under water diagonally
swimming pool.
The water was quite cold, I was alone
school and I bumped against a wall which I thought to
cal. Luckily I realized that it was the bottom and I
against it and surfaced in time and did not drown.

across the
in the swim
be vertipushed

Harwit: Had you sometimes talked with your father about such
physiological phenomena?
Oberth:

No, never.

Harwit:

Because he had no time or what?

Oberth:

Because we never talked about my affairs.

Harwit:

Not even with your mother?

Oberth:

Not even.

Harwit: Did you know about the Frenchman [Yves) Le Prieur, who
used primitive rockets [from planes) during the first world war?
Oberth:

No.

Harwit: Perhaps you did not even know that the Germans confiscated them and also used them?
Oberth:

Did not know about it.

Harwit:

Did you hear about it later?

Oberth:

No, today is the first time I heard about it.

Harwit:
During the first world war did you also make experiments
with anesthetics?
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

Which, vertigo or anesthesia of the muscles or skin?

Oberth:

Yes.

There was at Schaessburg a pool; I took a hose
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into my mouth and wound it several times about myself. And [in
the war] a comrade--I was at that time a medic in the hospital, I
had been found unfit, because I had been wounded in the abdomen-rotated me several times with my eyes closed and then I was to
show him with a pole which way was up and down and I was always
completely wrong.
Harwit:

What was the name of this comrade?

Oberth:

Karl Roemer but he was killed in action.

Harwit:

Where, on the Russian front?

Oberth: On the Russian front, but it is possible that he also
served on the Italian front.
Harwit:

Was he earlier at school with you?

Oberth:

Yes, a school comrade.

Harwit: Did you get the anesthetics because your father was at
the same hospital?
Oberth:
I was a medic; I studied medicine earlier but was first
in the infantry then I was declared unfit and when a medic was
sent to the reserve hospital in Schaessburg and as they could not
use me sent me to my father or actually, to his subordinate, Dr.
Leonhart.
Harwit:

Do you still know the first name of Dr. Leonhart?

Oberth:
Dr. Johann Leonhart. Then I worked as an orderly and I
could obtain all the drugs I needed [for physiological experiments for his spaceflight studies].
Harwit: Do you still remember the particular anesthetic which
had this effect?
Oberth:

Scopolamine.

Harwit:
You said that it was a swimming pool or was it a bath
tub or a swimming facility?
Oberth:
deep.

It was a pool perhaps 3 m long and 2 m wide and 1.5 m

Harwit:

And that was meant for the patients?

Oberth:

Yes.
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Harwit:

I understand.

Was Dr. Leonhart a military physician?

Oberth:

No, he was a civilian.

Harwit: But the hospital was then probably used during the war
for military purposes?
Oberth: Yes, also for military use.
Surgery was especially
performed in the hospital but the hospital was not organized for
operations.
I myself once performed an appendectomy, all alone.
Harwit:

Really, how did this come about?

Oberth:
I attended the patients and I do not know what prevented
Dr. Leonhart--I had assisted at his operations and knew how it
was done.
Harwit: That is something.
In the autumn of 1917 you presented
to the German Ministry of Armaments a project to build a long
range rocket with ethyl alcohol and liquid air as propellant.
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

Do you still have a copy of this proposal?

Oberth:

No.

Harwit:
It was lost.
Do you still remember the particulars?
Size, weight, explosive charge, or expected performance?
Oberth:
17 m long; I do not know how big it was--5 m diameter-that is all that remains.
Harwit: OK.
You wrote in an autobiographical paper that after
the first world war you turned to German scientists and engineers
with your ideas concerning spaceflight.
Do you still remember
who these physicists were and if they were helpful?
Oberth: Well, who was helpful--nobody.
sor [Leopold] Ambronn of Goettingen.
Harwit:

First there was Profes-

He was a physicist?

Oberth: An astronomer, and he had use of instruments for
astronomical measurements. And I thought that he might perhaps
be interested.
But it was very comical; he made jokes about it
and asked if I thought as pilot that the rocket would return. He
did not take it seriously.
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Harwit:

What was his first name?

Oberth:

I think Ludwig [actually, Leopold].

Harwit:

That was in Goettingen?

Oberth: Yes. Then I was in Goettingen, also with
[aerodynamicist] Professor [Ludwig] Prandtl.
Harwit:

That was later, in 1921?

Oberth: During the same semester.
but I did not follow it.

Prandtl gave me some advice

Harwit: As you now mentioned Prandtl, may I bring up something
else? Prandtl was one of the few who recognized that you really
had something with those rockets. Later when difficulties were
created in Heidelberg about your thesis could you then present
your thesis in Goettingen? Would that have been possible?
Oberth:
I did not try it.
examination in Heidelberg.

I wanted to pass the doctoral

Harwit: Yes, I only thought that because you had spent a
semester in Goettingen that you could perhaps return there?
Oberth: Two or three professors in Goettingen were also named
and I approached them but they turned me down too.
Harwit:

Do you remember the names of these two?

Oberth:
I cannot recall them.
I have a bad memory for names and
it has become worse with my 93 years.
Harwit: No, you are really first class, I can only congratulate
you. Now something about the pre-war time when you first studied
medicine; you apparently also attended lectures in physics in
Munich.
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

Do you remember with whom?

Oberth:

Yes, I registered with [Wilhelm Conrad] Roentgen.

Harwit:

Roentgen, what did he teach at that time?

Oberth:

Experimental physics.

But I went most often to Graetz
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because he lectured better.
Harwit:

Graetz, do you know his first name?

Oberth:

I don't remember.

Harwit: And Graetz lectured more clearly than Roentgen.
you attend lectures by Fritz Emden?

And did

Oberth:
Emden, I was not registered with him but I went to his
lectures.
Harwit:

How many people were usually at a lecture?

Oberth: That varied a lot.
remember well 13-15 people.

Well with Emden there were if I

Harwit:

And one could quite simply attend a lecture?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

Was Emden very clear?

Oberth:

Oh yes.

Harwit:
time?

And what do you know about Arnold sommerfeld at that

Oberth:
Munich.

About him I only learned after I stopped studying in

Harwit:
So you never attended his lectures. Did you perhaps
have at that time an interest in the measurement of cosmic radiation with rockets?
Oberth:

One did not know then very much about cosmic radiation.

Harwit: One did not know very much but Victor Hess had found, in
1912 with a balloon ascent to 5000 m, the first indications of
cosmic radiation.
Oberth:

I had not heard much about it.

Harwit:

And about physics of the Sun?

Oberth:
Sun.

I had read a Cosmos [Kosmos) magazine article about the

Harwit:

Do you remember in which year that was?
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Oberth:

It must have been in 1913.

Harwit:
Could you perhaps accurately describe when you first
heard of the works of Robert Goddard or read them?
Oberth:
I read in a newspaper that he had built rockets which
should go to the moon.
I then wrote him and he sent me his book
and I sent him mine.
Harwit:
been?

Do you perhaps know which newspaper that might have

Oberth:

I believe all the papers reported it.

Harwit:

That must have been close to 1923.

Oberth:

No, it was earlier.

Harwit:
In the appendix to your book, or on its last page, you
wrote that you first heard of him while your book was at the
printers?
Oberth:
It was somewhat earlier.
I had not received it
immediately and had not read it.
So I wrote about it in the
appendix of [my) Die Rakete zu den Planetenraumen (The Rocket to
Planetary Space) [of 1923).
Harwit:
So you had already previously heard about Goddard but
only later received his book--shortly before the publication of
your own book.
Oberth:

Yes.

TAPE 1, SIDE 2

Harwit:
work?

What was your reaction when you heard about Goddard's

Oberth: I thought, I must obtain the book.
I had already proof
that one can reach the moon. Goddard still wanted to do it with
powder rockets and with a repeat loading mechanism as with a
machine-gun. I had actually thought about doing it with liquid
hydrogen and with liquid oxygen, as much less propellants would
be needed.
Harwit: Were you disappointed that somebody partially preceded
you, or was that not important?
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Obert: No, no that did make any difference.
Harwit: Not even with Ziolkowsky?
Oberth: No. I only heard of Ziolokowsky two years after the publication of my book [of 1923].
Harwit: Yes, anyhow, he had priority in a certain way.
Oberth: Honors are with me the same as with a tone deaf who goes
to a concert. I do not know what the others find there.
Harwit: Yes sure, that is in order. Sometimes one is glad to have
colleagues.
Oberth: Yes, that one is not so alone.
Harwit: Was it like that with you?
Oberth: Yes.
Harwit: Can you elaborate on that? That you were not alone, was
that nice, so that you could talk about it?
Oberth: Yes, but I did not talk very much.
I was of course glad
that I was not alone.
But with Ziolkowsky I knew that it would
work.
Harwit: The only reason why I ask, is as you say, you did not
very often talk to people about your work and still there were
colleagues with whom you could talk.
On the one hand I thought
that you liked to be a loner but on the other hand you say that
you were happy to have some colleagues.
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: Goddard's answer to your first letter of May 3, 1922 was
seemingly destroyed by bombs during the second world war and his
copy of this letter is also lost. Can you remember in general
its content?
Oberth:

He had actually only politely answered.

Harwit: Had you also thought, like Goddard, to turn to the
metereological service [Weather Bureau) to see if they would be
interested in a rocket which could probe the upper atmosphere?
Oberth:

I had of course written to various places but I received
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mainly negative replies.
Harwit:
Can you tell us why you [chose] to give the manuscript
of your book Die Rakete zu den Planetenraumen :The Rockets to
Planetary Space] to [the publisher] Oldenburg in Munich?
Oberth: A university colleague had turned to Oldenburg.
I had
mainly turned to Oldenburg because he wanted to do the thing. I
had actually first written to Viehweg. He had said: "Such a
piece cannot be published by our serious publishing house."
Harwit:

This was Viehweg?

The company still exists today.

Oberth:

Yes, but I do not know [if it still exists].

Harwit:

And how did you hear of Oldenburg?

Oberth:

Through a schoolmate.

Harwit:

Can you recall his name?

He studied

Ger~an

literature.

Oberth: Yes, Paul Requadt. He later became professor of German.
Recently, he lived in Mainz, or in that area.
Harwit:

"Requadt" or Requard"?

Oberth:

"Requadt."

Harwit: Was there at that time somebody who gave a recommendation for the book, an expert opinion?
Oberth:
Professor Max Wolf--I studied astronomy under him--he
advised me not to publish the book.
Harwit:

Really?

Oberth:
Yes. And I was still so impertinent as to request that
he at least confirm that the book appeared to him to be
scientifically faultless.
That he did.
Harwit:

That was nice.

Did that influence Oldenburg?

Oberth:
[Previous question apparently unanswered]
cillor [Geheimrat) Max Wolf, in Heidelberg.

... privy coun-

Harwit: Yes, he was then professor of astronomy in Heidelberg.
When you came to the idea of an observation station for
astronomical observations did you then make contact with
astronomers or did you ever talk it over with Max Wolf?
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Oberth:
I did not have any luck with Max Wolf.
of them were against it.

In general all

Harwit: From where did you get your personal knowledge about
astronomy? Did you have any preparations?
Oberth: As a child I had already started to read books about
astronomy, but of course in the beginning only popular science
ones.
Harwit:
books?

Can you still remember the names of the authors of the

Oberth: There were, for instance, the cosmos books by Dr. Wilhelm Maier: a series of books titled The sun, The Moon, and The
Planets.
I think it was spelled "Maier" not "Meier."
Harwit: Then your wife Mathilde found the money--she had saved
it--to have [your own] book printed privately?
Oberth:

Yes, she contributed her household money.

Harwit: Later, did you speak with astronomers about your ideas
or were they still antagonistic?
Oberth: As I studied astronomy with Max Wolf I showed him my
manuscript.
Harwit:

For how many semesters did you attend Wolf's lectures?

Oberth:

With Wolf for three semesters.

Harwit: Was he the only astronomer who at that time lectured in
Heidelberg?
Oberth: No, there was also Dr. Muendler and I think Scheufele.
But there were also students who studied astronomy.
I talked
with them too.
Harwit:

Do you still remember the names of the students?

Oberth:

No.

Harwit:

Have you ever worked with a telescope?

Oberth: Yes, in Goettingen I had already attended Ambronn's lectures and practical seminars.
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Harwit:

Did you enjoy them?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:
Did you ever intend to become an astronomer?
you too enthusiastic about rockets?

Or were

Oberth: Both. But then I had to become a high school teacher
for mathematics and physics.
Harwit: Have you ever--as we talk about observation stations
[space stations]--read the story, that is a novel [actually, a
serialized story] by the American Edward Everett Hale? He wrote
"The Brick Moon," or "Der Ziegelmond."
Oberth:

I have heard the name but I have not read this work.

Harwit: Have you read other books which dealt with observation
stations or was that completely your own idea?
Oberth:

That was actually completely my own idea.

Harwit: And for instance Kurt Lasswitz's Auf zwei Planeten [On
Two Planets] was of no influence?
Oberth:

Was of no influence.

Harwit: How did you discover the works of Konstantin Ziolkowsky
in 1924? How did you learn about them?
Oberth:

He sent me his book in 1926.

Harwit:
paper?

That was 1926?

Oberth:

Probably.

Harwit:
sian?

You do not know for sure.

And he had read about you in the news-

Did he write to you in Rus-

Oberth:
In Russian.
Luckily, I had a student who knew Russian.
He translated the letter for me.
Harwit:

Do you remember the name of this student?

Oberth: Arzamanoff. He fled Russia because of the Bolsheviks.
In Schaessburg he attended the high school [Heche Schule].
Harwit:

You do not remember his first name?
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Oberth:

No.

Harwit:
Early in your work did you think of atomic rocket
propellants or of ion or other exotic propellants?
Oberth: Well, I did not think of atomic propulsion.
In my book
Wege zur Raumschiffahrt [Ways for Voyage in a Space Ship] I
described an electrical spaceship and later on the occasion of
the 60th birthday of Wernher von Braun, I calculated the parameters for an electrical spaceship.
Harwit: Mr. Frank Winter has additional questions which he asks
me to put to you.
For instance, were the details of Ziolkowsky's
works then known in Germany or only roughly, in generalities?
Oberth:
In Germany he was not much talked of; at least I do not
remember.
I do not even know if his work was translated into
German. The publisher of Ziolkowsky's actually wrote: "Must we
obtain everything from abroad what was born in the expanse of our
immense home land and was abandoned because of lack of attention?"
Harwit: Yes, that is often the case.
Did you perhaps also know
of Goddard's 1920 trials with ion-rockets (actually, ion collectors]?
Oberth:

With ion-rockets?

I did not know that.

Harwit:
You joined the Austrian Society for Space Research
[Gesellschaft fUr Weltraumforschung, or similar group]. Were
there any difficulties or was it quite smooth?
Oberth:
It was actually quite smooth.
one Austrian, Dr. von Hoefft.
Harwit:

I had difficulties with

Was that Franz von Hoefft?

Oberth: Yes, Franz Oskar Leo Angelo Edler von Hoefft. He wrote
me that he had had the idea of a ball (a sphere) carried by the
ether wind.
I had corresponded with him for some time and then
he had everything.
I wrote him about my ideas which he [later)
presented in a patent application under his own name.
Harwit:

That is really terrible.

Oberth: But later we ... [in the original, the transcriber did not
get the word or the sentence) made up.
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Harwit:

Did you ever attend conferences of this Society?

Oberth: Yes.
I was also a member of the Society for Space Ship
Travel, in Breslau [the Verien ftir Raumschiffahrt or VfR].
Harwit:

But that was later.

Oberth: No, that was earlier. They were actually the first
[space group] who had turned to me.
Harwit: Did the Austrians also conduct experiments or was everything there completely theoretical?
Oberth:

I do not remember the exact particulars.

Harwit: As you just spoke of the Society for Space Ship Travel
there were a lot of young people who were at that time involved
with the establishment of this Society. Do you remember a Miss
Hedwig Bernhard?
Oberth:

No.

Harwit:

Or Gerhard Guckel?

Oberth:

I have heard this name but I don't know anything more.

Harwit:

Herbert Fuchs?

Oberth:

There are many named Fuchs.

Harwit: Walter Neubert, Sauer, Georg Lau, no one?
Jakubowitz?

Or Alfons

Oberth:

Yes I knew him [Jakubowitz].

Harwit:

Can you tell us something about him?

Oberth:

No, really not.

Harwit:

Do you know what happened to him?

Oberth:

I do not know how he fared under Hitler.

Harwit:
camp?

Do you think that he perhaps perished in a concentration

Oberth:

No, I do not think so.

Harwit:

Why?

He was a Jew.
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Oberth:

Because he was probably too smart.

Harwit:

You mean that he perhaps left the country early enough?

Oberth:

Probably.

Harwit: The interest in space travel was especially strong in
Germany in the twenties and thirties. Apart from your own work
what was the reason for this special interest in Germany? Or do
you think that your book initiated the whole thing?
Oberth: My book initiated the whole thing but there were also
writers who published novels or descriptions of rockets, etc.,
for instance Willy Ley or (Otto] Willi Gail.
Harwit: Why do you think that this did not take place in America
or in England?
Oberth:

But it did take place.

Harwit:
Yes, but not with the same enthusiasm as seen in Germany
or at least it seems so to us.
Oberth:

I believe that one cannot compare it.

Harwit:
But you had the impression that also in foreign
countries ....
Oberth: Work was done in England, that I know.
for instance.
Harwit:

Wasn't that later, Arthur Clarke?

Oberth:

It must have been a little later.

Arthur C. Clarke

Harwit:
It seems to us that in America Goddard worked almost
alone.
Of course there were clubs of friends of rockets but they
were not seriously active as in Germany where experiments were
made by the Society for Space Flight [Society for Space Ship
Travel] [VfR].
Oberth:
I do not know exactly what happened in foreign
countries.
Harwit:
Did you at that time also intensely follow the
aeronautical development for instance of aeroplanes. Was that
for you also a stimulant; did you personally have an interest in
it?
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Oberth:

I was personally interested in it.

Harwit: But you have almost always rejected rockets for
aeroplanes.
Oberth: Yes.
For instance, I myself said that the rocket had to
be built with various [rocket] steps [or stages] as the early
steps would have a too difficult flight time and then the upper
stages could not reach the target.
But I [also] said that one
coud save the greatest part of the propellant if [the] initial
propulsion [i.e. booster] of the rocket was an air breathing
motor [i.e. like an airplane].
[Rockets could also be used as
escape boosters for aircraft in case of danger.]
[The German
transcriber was unclear about the meaning of the latter part of
this paragraph.]
Harwit: You thought also at that time of air breathing machines
which would first lift the rocket.
Oberth: Yes. A rocket first works rationally when it flies
fast.
The velocity of the rocket gases must be of about the same
order as the velocity of the rocket .
Harwit: Had you ever [concerned yourself] with wing profiles or
other aerodynamic surfaces [of rockets]?
Oberth: Yes.
I naturally concerned myself with them but did not
publish anything.
Harwit: How did that influence you? Was it to decrease the
resistance or how did you come to the form of these wings [fins]
or the surfaces of the [rocket's] steering mechanisms?
Oberth:
From ballistics.
similar to rockets.

cannon balls had at that time a form

Harwit: Which developments of flight technology or which new
aeroplanes fascinated you most early in your career?
Oberth:
Difficult to say. As a senior high school student I was
allowed to select a book as a premium. So I chose the book Wir
Luftschiffer [We Aeronauts].
Harwit:

Who wrote it?

Oberth: This was a symposium by many,
Esnault-Peterie.

[including Robert]
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Harwit:

Did you ever meet him personally?

Oberth:
I did not personally meet Esnault-Peterie but I met
Andre Louis-Hirsch.
Harwit:
I will return to him when we will talk about the prize
you won at that time in France. But can I return to Prandtl whom
you mentioned previously. Can you tell us something about how he
impressed you, what kind of person he was?
Oberth:

It impressed me that he knew so much.

Harwit:

Did you attend his lectures?

Oberth:

No.

Harwit: Had you heard from him something about--let us say-streamlined design?
Oberth:

Yes, I had read a lot from him.

Harwit: But when you showed him your works did he in any way
comment?
Oberth: He gave me some advice.
ter ideas.

But I saw then that I had bet-

Harwit:
Can you also say in which way you occupied yourself
especially with the aerodynamics of rocket flight, meaning the
friction in the atmosphere? For instance, did you think in the
twenties about the rocket in reentry into the atmosphere?
Oberth: Yes, I described it in my book Wege zur Raurnschiffahrt
Ways to Space Ship Travel].
Harwit:

That carne only later, in 1929.

Oberth:

Yes, but I had already earlier thought about it.

Harwit: And you had at that time, if I remember correctly, a
solution when you thought that perhaps with water evaporation ....
Oberth:
Yes, I had thought that one should let water evaporate
under the parachute. Then the vapor would save the parachute
from incineration.
But it had been shown that it is not necessary.
Harwit: Did you ever think of ceramics [for helping to cool
rocket combustion chambers] as they were used later?
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Oberth:

Yes, I thought about this also.

Harwit:
In
measure the
and as part
know of the
Wernher von

your 1923 book you already mentioned centrifuges to
human capacity to withstand the great acceleration
of a training for space travelers.
Did you later
experiments with centrifuges carried out [in 1931] by
Braun and Constantine Generales?

Oberth: Yes, I had [spoken with] Wernher von Braun already in
the year [about that] when I worked in Berlin.
Harwit:
I think that must have been in 1929.
Had you then yourself carried out such experiments with animals?
Oberth:

No, I did not have any money.

Harwit: There are a number of [other] persons about whom we
would like to ask you.
Did you have any contact with the
brothers von Roemer in Munich who in the twenties and thirties
[made widely-circulated spaceflight illustrations].
Oberth: They drew for [Max] Valier; but I did not know them,
[nor did I] have any contact with them.
Harwit:

They were twins.

Oberth:
If they were twins that I did not know but they were
brothers.
Harwit:

And with Valier had you also ...

Oberth:

... Bad experiences.

[contacts]?

Harwit: With him you were in correspondence and you got to know
him personally.
Did you also think that one could be for
instance in radio contact with rockets or that they could be
steered by radio?
Oberth:

At that time radio was still in its infancy.

Harwit: At that time there were also philosophies which today
sound a little weird.
One was a so-called glacial cosmogony.
Oberth: Yes, Max Valier for instance was the leader.
even read the book by [Hans] Hoerbiger.

I have

Harwit: Of Hans Hoerbiger, the Iceworld Theory [Eiswelttheorie]?
What was your impression of it?
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Oberth:

It was idiocy.

Harwit:

Did you also meet Fritz von Opel in 1928?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

Met personally?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: And what was your impression of Fritz von Opel, an
intelligent person?
Oberth: That he was, also an especially good business man. He
had told me that himself. Not only with rockets.
I worked
seriously at the same time [on his writings on spaceflight]. The
thing was actually this: he thought if I only counted on newspaper advertisements then I would be on the last page. But if I
would drive a rocket vehicle that I would be front page and
everybody would hear of me.
Harwit: How did it happen that you met him, under which circumstances?
Oberth:

That I do not remember.

Harwit: Did you perhaps meet him through Valier who had also at
that time a great interest in a rocket car?
Oberth:

That is possible.

Harwit:

Have you ever seen Opel's rocket car?

Oberth: Yes, I was on a ride with Kurt Volkhart.
rocket car.
Harwit:

What happened to him later?

Oberth:

No.

He rode with a

Do you know?

Harwit: What was at that time your opinion about the whole
thing, the rocket car?
Oberth:
Efficiently, a rocket works [well] only on an aeroplane
which has about the velocity of the [rocket's] exhaust gases.
Well, cars drive too slowly; there is therefore a very poor
efficiency.
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Harwit: Was there at that time also a banker in Wurzburg who
wanted to back you? Do you remember his name?
Oberth:

Yes, his name was Barthel.

Harwit:

And do you remember his first name?

Oberth:

Yes, probably Carl Barthel.

Harwit: What kind of a person was he?
he intelligent?

Was it Carl?

You met him often.

Oberth:

Businessman.

Harwit:

And finally he did not back you.

Was

Oberth: No. He led me by the nose and then he wrote to a
professor in Vienna, Professor Ludwig Franke, physics, who
replied that my calculations were in themselves correct but I
must have started from false premises. And then he did not do
anything for me any more.
Later, when I was already 81 years old
and gave a lecture in Wurzburg he wrote to me before the lecture
and apologized [for his earlier erroneous opinion].
Harwit: That is nice, quite so. At least he had acknowledged
it. He must have been quite old also?
Oberth:

Yes, he was perhaps two years older than I.

Harwit: How did you get the REP-Hirsch astronautical prize in
1929? How did it happen? Did somebody propose it to you?
Oberth: They had read my book. Then I had also sent them the
manuscript for Wege zur Raumschiffahrt [Pathways to Space Ship
Travel]. About it Andre Hirsch had written:
"Your work is a
masterpiece. We will double the prize."
Harwit:

Was there a ceremony and did you travel to Paris?

Oberth:
French.

I did not let it come to a ceremony as I did not know

Harwit:

And the prize money was sent to you?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: Did you ever personally meet Esnault-Peterie or Andre
Louis-Hirsch?
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Oberth:

I have met Hirsch personally.

Harwit:

Only Hirsch.

When was that?

Oberth:
I was at that time in Paris and there was a political
complication. When I visited him, there was a military guard in
front of his house.
Harwit:

Was that during the war or after the war?

Oberth:

That was after the war.

Harwit:

You were then in Paris?

Oberth:

Yes, I was then in Paris.

Harwit: You are naturally rightly known with Ziolkowsky and Goddard as one of the founders of astronautics.
How would you characterize and evaluate your respective roles and contributions.
Oberth:
Ziolkowsky did not know several things which one has to,
in order to build rockets. Well, in this I top him.
Harwit:

For instance?

Oberth: For instance, the strength of the materials, etc. He
actually did not want to build a space ship but only a steprocket which flies to the moon.
Harwit: Yes.
gas velocity?

Did Ziolkowsky for instance write about exhaust

Oberth:
I have not found anything in his writings about exhaust
gas velocity.
Harwit:
You maintain that you were supported in your experiments
by students of the Technical Institute in Berlin.
Oberth:

Yes, that was in 1929/30.

Harwit:

Who were they?

Oberth:

I still remember von Braun, Engel ...

Harwit:

Wernher von Braun; what was Engel's first name?

Oberth: Rolf Engel, and then I really do not remember; there
were still two or three [others].
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Harwit:
Yes, and were you then later [supported by] all members
of the Society for Space Ship Travel [VfR]?
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

And were all [these people] later in Peenernuende?

Oberth:

No, only von Braun was in Peenernuende.

Harwit:

Engel was not there?

Oberth:

I think Engel was not there.

Harwit:
In 1930 what projects did you carry out at the rocket
airport [VfR's Raketenflugplatz]?
Oberth:

I first and foremost built the cone nozzle [Kegeldtise].

Harwit:
Did you also sometimes give lectures for the young
people there [at the Raketenflugplatz]?
Oberth:

At that time I did not give any lectures.

Harwit:

How did you first meet Wernher von Braun?

Oberth:

He carne to me.

Harwit: He had, I believe, already earlier been in contact with
you by letter.
Oberth:

No, that was later when we exchanged letters.

Harwit:
But you do not remember the circumstances when you first
carne to know each other.
Oberth:
First he carne to my attention through a clumsiness.
There are instruments to make holes in a stopper but he used a
hammer.
Harwit:

Are those screw type drills?

Oberth:

Not screws but a knife.

Harwit:
hammer.

That is then a knife-like drill and he hit it with a
Was he otherwise clumsy with his hands?

Oberth: He was actually not very skillful with his hands.
he was a brilliant manager.

But
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Harwit: Did one notice that already from the beginning when he
was a student?
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:
young?

Or was it your impression at that time as he was quite

Oberth:

I had already seen that he was an intelligent person.

Harwit: What kind of instruments did you use there to measure
the characteristics of the cone nozzle?
Oberth:

A type of balance [scale] when it pushed ....

Harwit:
So you measured the thrust and so could measure the
velocity of the exhaust gases as you knew the weight of the
gases.
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: How often did you later see von Braun as he had left;
well, by the late thirties. Did you see each other or did you
write to each other frequently?
Oberth:

No, we wrote to each other rarely.

Harwit:
Do you still have letters from other people in the
thirties?
Oberth:

Most letters were lost.

Harwit: Aside from rocket experiments which you undertook in
relationship with [the movie] "Frau im Mond" ["Woman on the
Moon"], did you at that time also conduct other tests?
Oberth:
Yes, Fritz Lang who edited this film, suggested that one
should build a rocket; that would be a great advertisement for
the film.
The rocket was then built, but too late.
Harwit: There exists a picture from that time where you lowered
a rocket from the balcony. Was that to measure the aerodynamics?
Oberth:

That was a fraud.

Harwit:

What kind of a fraud was that?

Oberth: We turned the picture upside down and said that the
rocket was rising.
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Harwit:

And that was your idea?

Oberth:

No, that was Nebel's idea.

Harwit:
things?

Rudolf Nebel.

He was a great scoundrel.

What was Nebel's role in all these

Oberth: I first had in Berlin an assistant, [Boris]
Scherschewsky, but he was lazy and did not know anything. And
then I advertised in the paper that I needed an engineer for my
experiments and there came Nebel.
Harwit: And what was the first impression you had of Nebel,
quite good? Now in retrospect what is your honest opinion of
Nebel?
Oberth:

He was a great conman.

Harwit:

Deliberately or only because of clumsiness?

Oberth:

Deliberately.

Harwit:

Is he still alive?

Oberth: No, he is dead. He had a principle: one has to cheat.
He was perhaps not a bad person, but he certainly had the practice of cheating.
Harwit:
Mond"]?

Was Willy Ley also an advisor in the film ["Frau im

Oberth:

No, he was only an author.

Harwit:

Who was Rudolf Zwerina?

Oberth:

No, I do not remember any more.

Harwit:

Were you acquainted with Fritz Mengering?

Oberth:

No.

Harwit:

Or with Konrad Baetz?

Do you remember the name?

Oberth: Yes, he had an idea about air turbine motors, but it was
not very much.
Harwit: Then I would like to ask you who had the idea of a
rocket countdown where one counts backwards to zero.
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Oberth: When I carne to Peenernuende they already counted backwards when a rocket was launched.
Harwit:
But that already occurs in the film "Frau irn Mond"
("Woman on the Moon"] .
Oberth:

Then it was an idea of Fritz Lang.

TAPE 2, SIDE 1

Harwit: Do you think that this countdown, well this backwards
counting, was perhaps originally thought of by Fritz Lang as a
theatrical effect to build up tension?
Oberth: No, I have not thought about it but since it occurs in
the film "Frau irn Mond" then it (probably] originates with Fritz
Lang.
Harwit: But it was not an effect which for instance was used
earlier by the military for various purposes?
Oberth:

No.

Harwit:
In some of your autobiographial writings and in papers
of that time, one reads various things about an alleged explosion
in your 1929 experiment.
Could you comment on that?
Oberth:
I had of course various ideas about how one can burn
liquids in such a small space.
I had also thought among other
things that if one pours gasoline over liquid air and lights the
gasoline it would only warm the liquid air so that gas bubbles
rise up and in this way the thing would be done.
In reality the
gasoline exploded. Namely, when a burning drop of liquid falls
into liquid air the fire is extinguished in front--because of the
nearness of the fluid--and behind the gas then pushes the burning
liquid apart.
In that way one can for instance burn up a cc of
gasoline in a forthieth of a second. And (since] I did not know
that then, there was an explosion; I was thrown myself 3 or 4
meters against the wall and got also some glass splinters into my
eyes but it is alright now.
Harwit:

But you did not lose the sight in an eye or something?

Oberth: No, but now being over ninety I do not see as well as
previously; I was also operated on for a cataract.
Harwit:

Did the police come to see what caused the explosion?
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Oberth:

No, it all went off without the police [coming].

Harwit: Do you know if this tearing apart is about something
what the physicists call a Rayleigh-Taylor instability, where a
drop enters rapidly a gas and that this causes the instability, a
type of tearing apart.
Is that the same effect?
Oberth:

Yes, that is the same effect.

Harwit: Later you suffered then from exhaustion--this is also
described in various ways--and returned to Siebenbuergen [in
Rumania]. Can you tell us something about this, how sick and
exhausted you were and how long you needed for your convalescence?
Oberth:

I would not like to talk about it.

Harwit: After your return to Rumania in 1930, did you conduct
further rocket experiments?
Oberth: Approximately in the year 1934, I again started with
rocket experiments. The Rumanian king [Carol II] received me in
audience and permitted me to work at the aviation school in
Mediasch.
Harwit: How did the audience go in general; what was your
impression of the king? Did you ask him for something?
Oberth:

He made a very good impression.

Harwit:

Intelligent?

Oberth:

Very intelligent.

Harwit:

Well informed?

Oberth: Well informed.
I had the impression that I talked with
an engineer and not with a lay person. Naturally about his private life, etc., I have not much to say.
Harwit:
I do not know anything about it.
scandalous private life?

Did he have a

Oberth: The father of his mistress had said, oh God, with what
kind of a family did I get involved?
Harwit:

But he could not be of help to you.
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Oberth: Oh, he would have been of help but I did not want to
pass the thing on to the Rumanians.
Harwit:

In which way do you mean that?

Oberth: A rocket could also be used for warfare and I did not
want to give the Rumanians a weapon for war.
Harwit: But in spite of that you were in a military aeronautical
school, not so?
Oberth: Yes, there I conducted experiments.
much about what I did.

But I did not talk

Harwit: Did the king want you to join the military or otherwise
be of help?
Oberth:

That I really do not know.

Harwit:
name?

What was the name of the aviation school?

Oberth:

No.

Did it have a

Harwit: At that time when you worked at the aviation school were
your motors gasoline systems because of the scarcity of liquid
oxygen or did you have liquid oxygen.
Oberth:

No, it was very difficult to obtain liquid oxygen.

Harwit:

Did it ever come to a rocket flight?

Oberth:

No.

Harwit:

But you did conduct experiments.

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: To ask again about other people. Did you ever meet
Hermann Potovnik, also named Hermann Noordung?
Oberth:
I did not meet him. But I knew him, well. He had
invented this "Wohnwalze" and "Wohnrad" ["Living Wheel" space
station].
I had already earlier similar ideas and described both
inventions in my book Menschen im Weltraum [Man in Space] under
prospects for the future.
Harwit:

He wrote you; you were only corresponding?
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Oberth:

I was not even corresponding with Noordung.

Harwit:

Ah so, what kind of contact did you have then?

Oberth:

I learned about his ideas only from newspapers.

Harwit: What can you tell us about the project "Magdeburg" conducted by Rudolf Nebel and other members of the VfR in 1933?
Oberth:

I did not think much of it.

Harwit:

Nor of Nebel?

Oberth:

I even had Nebel as an assistant.

Harwit: Yes, that was earlier. But had he ever counselled with
you about this [Magdeburg] project?
Oberth: On the contrary, when I said something he made it differently so that it would appear that he had done it.
Harwit: When did you first think of a transport vehicle for the
surface of the moon?
Oberth:
I actually already thought of it in 1912, no still earlier, in 1909 or 1910.
Harwit:

Really, that early?

Oberth: Yes, I thought of a hopping car.
[anything on] it at that time.
Harwit:

But I did not publish

In 1912?

Oberth: No, I first published [my ideas on] it in 1959 [his book
Das Mond Auto, or The Moon Car].
Harwit: When you worked in the film "Frau im Mond" ["Woman on
the Moon"] did you think about it?
Oberth:
I already thought about it and had even in one--well
Professor Mansfeldt (in reality his name was Kurt Pohl) had such
a manuscript, so I had drawn in a moon car.
But that was then
lost. But naturally I did not think further about it.
Harwit: Did you ever visit the rocket installation of the German
Army in Kummersdorf before you came to Peenemuende?
Oberth:

No, I did not have anything to do with Kummersdorf.
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Harwit:
Is it correct to say that in 1938 you were called to
Vienna allegedly to conduct rocket investigations? But actually
because the German authorities wanted to avoid you going abroad?
Oberth:

Yes, that is correct.

Harwit:

How do you know that?

Oberth: Well, I knew that because I never obtained a briefing
about what I should actually do.
So I made experiments which I
thought out myself. Then colleagues of the High School told me
that this was better [than] hush-money. When one gives one such
a good salary then one must finally say what one wants of him.
Harwit:

What were the experiments which you then conducted?

Oberth:

Experiments with rockets with liquid fuels.

Harwit:

When did you then finally come to Peenemuende?

Oberth: Yes, I came first to Dresden from Vienna.
In Dresden I
was to develop a pump for liquid propellants.
But this design
was not taken up [for the A-4] but [only] the one which Poehlman
had already completed.
Harwit:

What was his first name?

Oberth:

Moritz Poehlman.

Harwit:

Did you see Poehlman later after the war?

Oberth:

Yes, I got together with him several times.

Harwit:

He was also in the environs of Nuernberg?

Oberth: He was in Peenemuende. Where he lived after the war I
do not remember exactly any more. He visited me one time.
Harwit:

But what became of him?

Oberth:

He died.

Harwit:

I mean before.

You do not know for sure?

Oberth:
I believe that after he was pensioned, he lived in
retirement.
Harwit:

Could you tell us something about the capacity or of the
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type of original pump which you devised in Dresden?
Oberth: A container should be filled with gasoline (benzine),
then oxygen should be sprayed in, burned up, and then the gas
should push the liquid into the combustion chamber. Because the
pressure in the liquid compartments of the rocket should not be
too high and in the combustion chamber the pressure must again be
high so that the gas quickly escapes. That is the reason for
these pumps.
I proposed this pump where the liquid is driven
into the containers through combustion, but Poehlmann merely proposed a centrifuge pump which had prevailed.
Harwit:
Did you already know in Dresden that that [project]
would be used in war? You said before that you were against
handing something over to the Rumanian military.
Did you have
doubts?
Oberth:

Yes, I knew already that it could be used in war.

Harwit:

But you had no choice or ... ?

Oberth:

I had hoped above all that there would be no war.

Harwit:
Do you know where Poehlmann came from?
originally an engineer?
Oberth:
Yes, he was an engineer.
he came.

Was he

But I do not know from where

Harwit: Were you directly under the orders of Hans K. Kaiser in
Peenemuende?
Oberth: Hans K. Kaiser came only later to Peenemuende.
I had
intervened on his behalf.
But I was under the orders of a
certain Dr. Steidinger or Steiding [possibly Dr. Hermann
Steuding]--I do not remember--a Baltic, very stubborn and very
stupid, he was under the orders of Bruetzel. Bruetzel was under
the orders of Dr. [Ernst] Steinhoff and Dr. Steinhoff was under
the orders of Wernher von Braun, and von Braun was under the
orders of the military leadership of Peenemuende, who depended on
[Walter R.] Dornberger.
Harwit:

Who were the people who helped you personally?

Oberth:
I had no right to show my own name.
I worked under the
name of Fritz Hann, in order to mislead the spies and to prevent
any suspicion that rockets were constructed.
Harwit:

Who brought you during the war to Peenemuende?

Was it
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an invitation by Wernher von Braun?
Oberth:
I had to write him that in becoming a German citizen, it
would be easy to bring me to Peenemuende. And so it was.
Harwit:
Is it correct that there were at that time 10-20% women
in Peenemuende?
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

And among them were these scientists or engineers?

Oberth: Yes, there were scientists, engineers, cooks, cleaning
women ...
Harwit:

How many of the women were scientists or engineers?

Oberth:

No idea.

Harwit:

Did von Braun entrust you with defined projects?

Oberth: No, my job was to test all available patents within
reach of Germany to find out if they could be used for rocket
techniques.
Harwit:

Was that an interesting job for you?

Oberth:
It was an interesting task, but my suggestions were
never executed.
Harwit:

Were there only German or also foreign patents?

Oberth:

All that were within reach of Germany.

Harwit:

Did they also accept Goddard's works in Peenemuende?

Oberth:
Yes of course, Goddard's works were in the patent
material.
Harwit:

But that did not matter much?

Oberth:

No, that did not matter much.

Harwit: What were your suggestions resulting from these studies
which were not--according to what you say--accepted?
Oberth: The first was a communication from a Pole who, having
been condemned to die, had hoped to gain his freedom by publishing an invention. Then he published an invention and I was
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asked to furnish an opinion.
remember.

This is the first invention I can

Harwit:
to him?

Do you remember the name of the Pole and what happened

Oberth:

No, he was executed.

Harwit:

And more patents and ideas?

Oberth: Yes, of course, many. There was, for example, an
automate [automaton] for knitting patterns which can also be used
to steer a rocket. Afterwards, I published two more papers.
Harwit:

What was their content?

Oberth: The better command of rocket stages, how heavy the lower
one, how heavy the middle one, how heavy the upper one must be.
Harwit:

I think we should make a pause.
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Harwit: You said yesterday, Professor, that you had written to
von Braun that you wanted to come to Peenemuende.
Since the name
Peenemuende, or at least the enterprise was kept secret, maybe
highly secret, how did you come to know about Peenemuende?
Oberth:
I knew people who had worked with the rocket problem and
they told me.
Harwit: And that it was secret, had that made no difference?
Probably you had at that time no permission to learn about secret
things?
Oberth:

Yes, I had not yet become a German citizen.

Harwit: Before you obtained the citizenship, were you told about
Peenemuende?
Oberth:

Yes, I heard about it earlier.

Somebody had written to
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me: "You seem to have very high esteem for a government that,
through the intervention by Wernher von Braun, cuts your water
supply ... "
Harwit:

I don't understand.

Oberth: This is a German colloquialism ... (conpleted by Mrs. Erna
Roth-Oberth, Professor Oberth's daughter] [ ... that means to take
away from somebody else's work, his contributions. Do you know,
when one comes to a river and deviates the water into one's own
property].
Harwit: We spoke yesterday about patents.
all which was integrated into the V-2?

Was there anything at

Oberth:

No.

Harwit:

For what reasons?

Oberth:

Production [of the V-2 itself] had started when I came.

Harwit: Did you ever see the construction or the manufacture of
the V-2?
Oberth:

I saw them.

Von Braun showed me everything.

Harwit:
Even the plant where they were built?
Peenemuende?

Was that in

Oberth:
Yes, in Peenemuende. The work had also been farmed out.
For example the Zeppelin factories had constructed the armature
made to hold the tanks.
I would not have done it that way, and
in fact it was not done this way. My proposition was accepted
right away.
Harwit: Had you come earlier to Peenemuende, how would you have
changed the design of the V-2? What else would you have proposed?
Oberth: My rockets would be similar to today's American made
ones, as I had outlined out in my book.
Harwit:
1929]?

In which book, the second one [Wege zur Raumschiffart,

Oberth:

[Yes,] in the first 100 pages.

Harwit:

Then why was the V-2 built the way it was?
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Oberth:
I believe there were diplomatic reasons. There were
constructors who wanted their conception to prevail.
Harwit:
I understand. They wanted to make them in the way in
which they had been always made.
For instance would you have
incorporated the shuttle jets [jet vanes?] into the V-2 had they
been available earlier?
Oberth: Yes, had I been there earlier I would have incorporated
shuttle jets.
Harwit:
In your description of the long distance rocket which
you made in Peenemuende, you mention that you had no drawing
board, no tracer, no logarithmic tables, or calculator at your
disposal. How could that have happened? Can you explain it?
Oberth:
Indeed, I worked out the description of the best method
for dividing of stage assemblies, and could do without logarithmic tables. But I would have appreciated logarithmic tables.
Harwit:
But why were these things taken away from you, or not
made available?
Oberth:
I cannot answer this question.
work difficult.

I know that they made my

Harwit:

Had you ever witnessed launches of the V-2?

Oberth:
it.

Yes.

Harwit:

But it was known when they were fired, and ignited.

Oberth:

Yes, I was informed and I was also present.

I had observed them, but had nothing to do with

Harwit: Were you excited or did you have any emotions after the
first rise into the air which you were witnessing?
Oberth:

Yes, when it succeeded I rejoiced.

Harwit:
How often did they succeed while you were there?
had come rather late to Peenemuende.
Oberth:

To start, the A-3 and A-5 were tried first.

Harwit:

What kind of rockets were the A-3 and the A-5?

You

Oberth:
They were smaller test rockets capable of climbing up to
approximately 10-12 km.
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Harwit:

And what were they used for, only for testing?

Oberth:

Yes, simply for testing.

Harwit: Had you, during the war, made discussions with colleagues in Peenemuende about space travel?
Oberth:
I had discussions, but Peenemuende was essentially an
army testing place, and it was not well looked upon. Von Braun
came later to preventive detention when I had already left
Peenemuende, because he had said the most important goal for him
was not the weapon but the spaceship.
Harwit:
But I thought that during the whole war he was in
Peenemuende.
Is that not so?
Oberth:

Yes, he was during the whole war in Peenemuende.

Harwit:

And when was he arrested, after you ...

Oberth:

... I had already gone away.

Harwit:

Could you tell something about it?

Oberth:

Only what I had heard from others.

Harwit:

And how did it happen that he was arrested?

Oberth: Well, there was a certain jealousy between [Heinrich)
Rimmler and other people. Rimmler had thought he would take from
von Braun's place, if he said that von Braun in reality worked on
space travel and not on ...
Harwit:
SS?

... Yes, and then he was arrested by the Gestapo or the

Oberth:

I don't know.

Harwit:

How long was he detained?

Oberth:
I believe only one to two weeks because Dornberger had
sent a message that said:
"I cannot continue if von Braun is not
freed."
Harwit: Were there any formal or informal lectures [at
Peenemuende) about space travel?
Oberth:

Basically about space travel.

But different topics too.
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One speaker talked for instance about Russia's future after the
war.
Harwit:

In case of victory?

Oberth:

In case of victory.

Harwit:

Was it still a possibility at that time?

Oberth: Yes, indeed there was the possibility, at least one
believed in it.
Harwit:

Had you believed yourself in such a possibility?

Oberth: Yes of course I still had hoped that Germany would win
the war.
Harwit:
In what context do you say that?
vis-a-vis the Nazis?

What was your position

Oberth:
I was a German living abroad, and those people would
have been certainly better off had Germany won the war.
Harwit: That is true, yes.
[But again,] what was your position
concerning the National Socialists [Nazis]?
Oberth:
I cannot voice a clear opinion, because for me Germany
and National Socialism were identical. But I was not a National
Socialist. Certain aspects were not to my liking, for example
the attitude toward the Jews.
Harwit: How much did one know then, during the war? What did
you hear yourself about the Jews and about the events in the concentration camps?
Oberth:
Indeed, much was ignored what they did to the Jews, and
I thought only if somebody is not for Germany, he must somehow ...
Originally the concentration camps were not so that [people were
sent to die there].
Only due to the circumstances of the war did
they become like that. At the beginning only people of dissenting opinions had been arrested [and sent there] to prevent them
from doing harm.
Harwit: What about the slave laborers in Peenemuende? I believe
that many of them perished during the air raids.
How many forced
laborers were there?
Oberth:
I have no information about that.
were not living in the plant.

The forced laborers
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Harwit:

But they worked there?

Oberth:

They worked there.

Harwit:

What kind of work did they perform?

Oberth:
I can only say what I have observed.
tion work.
Harwit:

It was construe-

Mostly hard labor?

Oberth: Yes, construction work. They learned not too much about
secret projects. They rather did road work and ...
Harwit: Yes I understand.
Coming back to the lectures, did you
ever hear discussions or lectures about possible military
utilization of the moon or colonies in space?
Oberth:

There was no talk about space travel.

Harwit:
So the lectures were rather political, or were there
also technical lectures?
Oberth:

We had also technical lectures.

Harwit:

Did you ever give a lecture about your work?

Oberth:

No.

Harwit:

Did von Braun lecture?

Oberth:
Braun.

I don't remember having heard a lecture there by von

Harwit: And you have the impression that it was more or less
forbidden to talk about space travel, or at least to show much
enthusiasm.
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: Have you ever been a member of the organization EVFV
[Eingetragener Verien Fortschrittliche Verkehrstechnik, or
Registered Society, Progress in Transportation Technology which
took over from the VfR]--the group assembled by Hans Kaiser or
similar groups?
Oberth:

No.
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Harwit:
You had worked quite a lot on stage rockets, and what
fuel should be used?
Oberth:
I said only, I did not talk about certain fuels.
I said
only how to achieve the stages:
if such a stage has a certain
exhaust velocity and that another stage has such an exhaust
velocity and so on, how one can synchronize them best, how many
stages will be needed and so on.
Harwit:
You also worked on solid propellant rocket engines [at
Peenemuende].
Oberth:
I had indeed started to work on solid propellant rockets, but then I was sent away to Reinsdorf near Wittenberg.
Harwit: How did it happen that you left Peenemuende?
want to leave or was it an order?

Did you

Oberth:
I don't know, it was said that my conceptions would not
be applied at Peenemuende. There, they only wanted to work on
liquid propellant rockets, while I had proposed a solid propellant rocket.
Harwit: Why did they send you just to Reinsdorf?
more opportunities for such kind of work?
Oberth:

Yes there was a plant for explosives.

Harwit:

And because of the plant of explosives ...

Were there

Oberth:
... The WASAG, Westphaelisch-Anhaltische [Sprengstoff A.G.], manufacture of explosives, I was ordered there.
Harwit:
lants.

So that you could continue to work with solid propel-

Oberth: With solid propellants.
It was evident that this was
the most important [development there].
Harwit: Were you informed about the high altitude experiments of
Erich Regener? He had experimented with the V-2 rocket. Had you
never heard about it?
Oberth:
I had not, at any rate in Peenemuende, I had not heard
of such experiments.
Harwit: And had you ever proposed yourself experiments with the
V-2 for atmospheric testings, for example, how to gain data by
such experiments?
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Oberth:

Hardly.

Harwit:

In Peenemuende there was a certain Mr. Becker.

Oberth:

Colonel Becker?

Harwit:
I am not sure, he was the author of a documentary film
concerning the development of rockets in Peenemuende. Do you
remember such a thing?
Oberth:

I had not seen such a film.

Harwit:

You were not questioned either, or filmed?

Oberth: No. They kept me in hiding as much as possible. They
did not call me by my real name, Hermann Oberth. My name was at
that time Fritz Hann.
Harwit:
Did you have any part in the raw draft or the planning
of the advanced rockets, for example the A-9, A-10, A-ll or A-12
rockets?
Oberth:

No.

Harwit:

Did you know something about them?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

Can you tell us how far the A-11, A-12 could fly?

Oberth:
I have no information about A-ll and A-12, only about A9 and A-10.
Harwit:

And what kind of rockets were these?

Oberth: A-9 was a transport rocket. A-10 resembled the V-2. A9 was supposed to carry that rocket above the atmosphere and then
fall away.
It was conceived for the attack on America.
Harwit:

So, 5,000-6,000 km?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

And you have never heard about the A-11/A-12?

Oberth:

I did not hear.

Harwit:

Do you know who participated in these projects A-9, A-
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10?
Oberth:

The management of Peenemuende.

Harwit: So it was always the same people, and no specific ones.
Were there any thoughts at all about space travel or at least
satellites--unmanned?
Oberth:

There was no talk about it.

Harwit:

A satellite as a weapon was never mentioned?

Oberth:

I personally never heard about it.

Harwit:

Space stations were not mentioned either?

Oberth:

No.

Harwit:
Can you give more details about the A-9, A-10 conceptions? Were they built differently?
Oberth: A-10 resembled the A-4.
Some modifications were made,
but overall they were the same. A-9 was a big transportation
rocket, made to leave the atmosphere and to attain the initial
velocity.
Harwit: What would have been the military reason to send such a
rocket to America?
Oberth:

Yes, to New York, and ....

Harwit: Where were you on the 17th/18th August 1943 when the
British Air Force, the RAF, made an attack?
Oberth:

Yes, I was then in Peenemuende.

Harwit:

And can you say something about it?

Oberth: We went into the concrete air raid shelter. They did
not hit directly Peenemuende, but more the civilian housing and
so on, but they damaged also the plant.
Harwit:

You personally were not hit in any way?

Oberth: No, we went into the shelter. The [RAF] flew not
directly to Peenemuende. They went first somewhere to Germany,
and on the way back came to Peenemuende and then came the bombardment.
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Harwit:

You do not know where the RAF flew first?

Oberth:

No.

Harwit:

How many people died in this air attack?

Oberth:

I don't know exactly, I believe several thousand.

Harwit: But the [V-2] plants were not much damaged, so that work
could continue.
Oberth:

They continued to work.

Harwit: Have you ever been in the Air Force section of
Peenemuende?
Oberth: Yes, there was a motor for the V-1, called Argusrohr.
It belonged to the Air Force.
I was never authorized officially
to see it.
Harwit:

Did you ever see the V-1 in flight?

Oberth:

I heard them flying more than I saw them.

Harwit:

There they also constructed the Messerschmidt 163?

Oberth:

Yes they were also constructed there.

Harwit:

Have you seen them?

Oberth:

No, them either.

Harwit:

Only heard?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

They did not fly over the plant where you were working?

Oberth:

No.

Harwit:

Did you see any other projects there?

Oberth:

No.

Harwit:
In Peenemuende did you notice any difficulties during
the drafting of the project Wasserfall missile, although you
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never participated in this project.
about it?

can you tell us something

Oberth:
I heard suddenly that they were working on an antiaircraft rocket with liquid propellant.
I opposed it.
Harwit:

Why?

Oberth: Because it was much too expensive in proportion to its
eventual possibilities.
Harwit:

Expensive due to the liquids which had to be stored?

Oberth: Yes, as well as the labor and so on. A liquid propellant rocket demands much more development work than a powder
rocket.
Harwit:
In which regard? Do you mean because of fueling at the
last moment, or its construction?
Oberth:
It is indeed a complicated engine, and a powder rocket
is simply a pre-loaded explosive container.
Harwit:
ject?

Who had there the responsibility for the Wasserfall pro-

Oberth:

I think the commander of Peenemuende.

Harwit: Again the same people.
Reitsch?

Did you know a certain Hanna

Oberth: Yes, I had met her several times personally.
She also
flew in the first V-1 and had controlled the work on the V-1.
Harwit:

So she flew on an airplane?

Oberth:

No, she flew in the V-1.

Harwit:

How was this possible?

Oberth: The V-1 was catapulted.
with a parachute.

One could sit on it, and land

Harwit:

Did you participate?

Were you there?

Oberth:

I was not there, but I had of course heard about it.

Harwit:

Did anything happen to her then?
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Oberth:

Not to my knowledge.

Harwit:
you?

Can you tell anything about the impression she made on

Oberth:

She impressed me tremendously.

Harwit:

So she was intelligent?

Oberth:

Oh yes!

Harwit:

What was her background?

Oberth:
I believe so.
swear to it.

I don't think that she was hurt.

Was she a physicist?

She was a technician, but I could not

Harwit: Your last job in Peenemuende was with a wind tunnel.
Can you tell us something about it?
Oberth:
I participated only on the work on the wind tunnel.
I
had complained to von Braun that I was not really consulted. He
answered:
"Well, I should familiarize you with the project, and
everybody would start at the wind tunnel."
Harwit: And what did you test there, what kind of rockets or
projects were tested?
Oberth:
Essentially air defense rockets, the Wasserfall, and
also other projects.
It was a supersonic wind tunnel.
Harwit:
nels.

It must have been one of the first supersonic wind tun-

Oberth:

I think it was the first.

Harwit: Do you think that they put you purposely on a sideline
because you were not a native German, or because you were not
sufficiently pro-Nazi?
Oberth:
I think that they kept me deliberately away because
others wanted to have those jobs.
Harwit: And the positions came through influence, or influence
came with the job.
Oberth:

Yes, that is so in every party.

Harwit:
Can you tell us rather frankly which were von Braun's
political leanings during the war, as far as you could observe
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them?
Oberth:
It is true that his father was formerly a politician and
also a minister.
Harwit:

What kind of a minister?

Oberth:

I believe Minister of Agriculture.

Harwit:

Still under Hitler?

Oberth: Before Hitler.
I don't know if he had still political
activities under Hitler.
I met him once after the air attack
when he came to see the disaster.
Harwit:

Was von Braun wounded during the attack?

Oberth: No, nothing happened to von Braun during the attack.
But it was for him personally a disaster, a big part of the plant
had suffered.
Harwit:
... [Illegible] in Peenemuende.
see him there?
Oberth:

And his father came to

Yes, it was the only time that I spoke with him.

Harwit: How was it possible that a civilian was admitted in
Peenemuende? I thought that all this was off limits?
Oberth: There were many civilians in Peenemuende, mainly those
who worked there, but guests were also admitted.
Harwit:

And von Braun, was he a member of the Party?

Oberth:

I believe so.

Harwit:

Enthusiastic, or do you think more ...

Oberth:

... I think rather for advancement.

Harwit:
In the biography [of you] by Hans Barth you had an
interview with him, in which he questioned you about von Braun if
he was a good natured person.
Oberth:

Von Braun was O.K.

Harwit:
I had the impression from your answers that he was O.K.
as long as it did not interfere with his ambitions.
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Oberth:
Formerly he was of course very ambitious, otherwise he
could not have achieved his project.
But from then on his
character improved more and more.
Harwit: And you think that it was necessary for him to join the
Party for better advancement?
Oberth:
Not to my knowledge, but at any rate, most of those in
leading positions were also members of the Party, or officers or
public servants.
Harwit:
You did not emigrate to America at the end of the war
like so many others who had been in Peenernuende.
Oberth: At the end of the war I was no longer in Peenernuende but
in Reinsdorf, where I had worked on the anti-aircraft rocket.
But it was never finished.
Harwit:
Had you been asked or invited to come to America, like
so many of the others? Was it evoked?
Oberth:
I don't remember having been invited.
But after the
war, I was corresponding with von Braun, and he said that he
would try to bring me to America.
Harwit:

But that was much later?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

At the end of the war, were you interrogated?

Oberth: We were imprisoned in a camp called Dustbin.
was interrogated.
Harwit:

There I

Where was that?

Oberth:
It was first in Paris, but not for long.
the Rheinlands.
Harwit:

So, originally it was in Paris.

Oberth:

Yes, but hardly.

Harwit:

Who interrogated you there?

Then it was in

Oberth:
In Paris by [Dr. Theodore] von Karman; but in the Dustbin camp others carne too.
Harwit:

Who besides von Karman talked with you about technical
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matters?
Oberth:
It was followed by a few interrogations, but when they
heard that I had worked only on small rockets, their interest
vanished. They wanted to know more about the V-2.
Harwit:

And showed absolutely no interest?

Oberth:

Hardly.

Harwit:

Do you know the name Fritz Zwicky?

Oberth:

Yes I know him, but I had nothing to do with him.

Harwit: He was rather eager for interrogations. He was
responsible for information about rockets.
Did you know von
Karnan already before the war?
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

Were you good friends?

Oberth:

I had no reason to hate him.

Harwit: During the interrogation you were on friendly terms, or
was it embarrassing?
Oberth: He said then about me: "So, he is not the father but the
grandfather of the rocket."
Harwit: We know that one of the German rocket experts told the
Americans at the end of the war about projects of space stations
which had been developed during the war.
Did you know that?
Oberth:

No.

Harwit:

Therefore it could not have been you?

Oberth:

No.

Har~it:

You had a co-worker by the name of Jupp Gerhardt.
became of him?

What

Oberth: He became a publisher, owner of the Mundusverlag in
Stuttgart, Rebenroute 96. He still lives there.
Harwit:

And what was his assignment, how was he useful to you?

Oberth:

He was my co-worker until I came to Peenemuende.

He was
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not transferred there.
Harwit: This was before Peenemuende.
he of great help?

Was he a capable man?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

Which was his special skill?

Oberth:

He was a good mechanic and a devoted rocket man.

Harwit:

How did he come to manage a publishing house?

Oberth:

He could do it.

Was

Harwit: Had you maintained contact after the war with people
other than von Braun and Moritz Poehlmann?
Oberth:

Yes, but it is again my failing memory.

Harwit: So, you maintained contact with a few people either personally or by correspondence.
Oberth:

Yes, mainly with Eugen sanger.

Harwit:

Did you

cor~espond

with him?

Oberth: Yes, we corresponded.
I met him several times and he
provided guest lectures for me at the Berliner Technische
Hochschule.
Harwit:

Had you also contacted with him during the war?

Oberth: Less during the war.
He came to visit me in
Peenemuende, but von Braun did not hire him.
Harwit:

Were von Braun and Sanger rivals?

Oberth:

I don't want to give an opinion.

Harwit: On which projects did you work while you were in Switzerland in 1948?
Oberth:
I had started in Reinsdorf to work on an anti-aircraft
rocket and continued this project.
I finished it in Italy.
Harwit:
So, the swiss were interested in an anti-aircraft
rocket. That was at the Brienzersee in Oberried.
Did you make
any experiments in Switzerland?

..
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Oberth: Yes, that's what I did.
I think I continued the experiments in Italy with solid propellants.
Harwit:

Did the Swiss continue on their own?

Oberth: No, the Swiss had acquired a rocket from an international firm.
Harwit:

Do you know the firm?

Oberth: Not with certainty, the Lonzawerke and firm Buehrle,
both from switzerland.
Harwit: When you came to Italy, did you use smokeless ammonium
nitrate?
Oberth: Not smokeless, but simply ammonium nitrate and coal and
a few supplements, calium-nitrate, water [etc.]. I had developed
a propellant which could be poured [cast].
Harwit:
poured.

So it was a propellant which solidified after being

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

And your son Adolf Oberth had collaborated?

Oberth:

Yes, he too had worked on it.

Harwit: Do you remember the names of the other German colleagues
whom you had brought to Italy?
Oberth:

Director Hase formerly with a German explosives firm.

Harwit:

You don't know with whom?

Oberth:

I don't remember exactly.

Harwit:

Who were the others?

Oberth:

A German, Gasde.

Harwit:

From where did he come?

Oberth:

From the Berlin area.

Harwit:

But they had not been in Peenemuende?

I forgot his first name.
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Oberth:

No.

Harwit: They had also not been with you when you worked in
Reinsdorf after Peenemuende?
Oberth:

No, they joined me only in Italy.

Harwit:

How did you meet them?

Oberth:

I had put an ad in the newspaper.

Harwit:

What was the purpose of these Italian rockets?

Oberth:

Anti-aircraft.

Harwit:

What were their dimensions?

Oberth: We could not finish.
They were approximately 10-12 m
long, 60 em in diameter and had three rudders and this propellant.
Harwit:

Did the rudders have a special aerodynamic shape?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: Had you made special calculations for the most favorable
shape or was it standard?
Oberth: No.
I simply calculated the aerodynamics derived from
rocket manuals.
Harwit:
Your son went later to America to Aerojet-General?
he still there with the same outfit?

Is

Oberth:
First he was with Du Pont a photographic company and
then he joined Aerojet. He left the latter and became a consultant.
Harwit:

Freelance?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

Where is he living in America?

Oberth:

In Fair Oaks [California].

Harwit:
That is near Sacramento.
Do you remember also the names
of the Italians who worked on the same project?
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Oberth:

I can't remember.

Harwit: How many were in this group?
many Germans?

How many Italians and how

Oberth: There was only one Italian. He had worked in an
explosive and returned later, after my departure to an explosive
factory.
Harwit: And the Italians, instead of finishing the project, they
bought finished rockets somewhere else.
Is that correct?
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

Were they also Italian or foreign-made?

Oberth:

They were foreign-made.

Harwit:

From where?

Oberth:

I don't know for certain.

Harwit: When you worked in Huntsville then, and later between
1955-1958, had von Braun invited you?
Oberth:
I had certainly written him, and he did not immediately
invite me.
He would not, that is to say, he stood in my way.
Harwit:

How did he stand in the way?

Oberth: Well, because one had talked about it, that I had not
regularly been employed in Peenemuende. Though he had taken me
on then.
[In the U.S.] to begin with, I also had to learn the
language and next I wrote a paper on how one can start a satellite which always presents its same side to the earth.
Harwit: How does one do that?
pendulum?

What was the principle?

Was it a

Oberth: As with low and high tide, it was a [kind of] pendulum.
The oscillation of the pendulum would be enhanced electrically.
Then otherwise a rod which circles the earth would always remain
perpendicular but move s lowly, swing slowly to increase the
oscillation of the rod.
Harwit:

on what else had you worked?

Oberth:

I was some time in ...
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Harwit:

Redstone Arsenal?

Oberth: Yes, the department I don't know [the name] anymore.
And later, I had to look into which of the American projects were
promotion-worthy and which were not.
Harwit:

Promotion-worthy means?

Oberth:

That one should support its development.

Harwit: Otherwise, this pendulum, this satellite, which turns to
the earth the same side, it is that which one calls in America
"gravity gradient." That was your invention?
Oberth:
It was invented simultaneously in many places
certain things, which lie so near, that one ...
Harwit:

Were you [involved with] Explorer I?

Oberth:

I did not personally work on Explorer I.

There are

Harwit: Well now, you have always worked with projects which
appear to lie far in the future.
Can you describe still other
concepts with which you had occupied yourself during these three
or four years?
Oberth:
I had hardly occupied myself with any others.
had worked out a rocket for a moon landing.

Once I

Harwit:

Can you explain about that more precisely?

Oberth:

No.

Harwit:

You don't remember it?

Oberth:

It is not worth mentioning.

Harwit:

Had you occupied yourself with computers at that time?

Oberth:

No, I never concerned myself with computers.

Harwit: Had you personally contributed something to the Redstone
rocket, or was that almost completed when you carne?
Oberth:
I actually contributed hardly anything [to the u.s.
space or missile programs].
I had conversed with von Braun about
some of that.
Harwit:

Was it already considerably in production when you carne?

..
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Oberth: No, it came first really in production when the Sputnik
was flown.
Harwit:
You were naturally there when the first Sputnik was
orbited. Can you say what the effect in Redstone Arsenal was,
when one first heard about the Sputnik?
Oberth:
Before this no one had given the Russians much credit.
They worked so enthusiastically on it. And mainly to show that
they could do much more than the Russians, they [the U.S.] had
the Apollo Project.
Harwit: But with the first report over Sputnik, had it produced
much excitement?
Oberth: Well yes, the Americans were quite considerably shocked,
as they observed that the Russians were already so far in their
rocket work.
Harwit:
Especially at Redstone Arsenal, or do you mean in the
entire country?
Oberth: Naturally I had been able to observe the situation only
at the Redstone Arsenal.
It had already attracted interest in
many circles.
Harwit: Was the feeling there that it had been possible to have
done it earlier [but that there) had [been) no permission?
Oberth: After that, in any case, it went much better with the
permission and with everything.
Harwit: What was your reaction to the Russian Lunakhod 1 and the
American Lunar roving vehicle, seeing that you had already
described such concepts in your 1959 book Moon Car? When you,
nine years later, saw such a vehicle on the moon yourself, were
you proud about it?
Oberth:
It [the Lunakhod) was not exactly what I had suggested-I had thought of the possibility that the vehicle could hop--I
had proven it then to be unnecessary.
Harwit:

For what reason would you have had it hop?

Oberth:
Because one can, for instance, better scale terraces of
moon mountains or jump over crevices.
Harwit:

When you worked in 1961 in San Diego at Convair what
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projects did you do?
Oberth:
I had actually absolutely none to develop.
I had been
handed various activities. One I had proposed [was] the
velocity-multiplier.
Harwit:

What was that?

Oberth: When a ring rotates there exists a certain velocity when
the ring breaks apart. The velocity of the ring does not depend
on the size of the wheel, nor on its form, diameter, etc. but
only on its material.
Harwit:

Yes, and the gradient of the force?

Oberth:
Yes, I had calculated that for various materials.
I had
said then if one has a strong ring which stands still and in it a
kind of ladder which rotates, and where there are rollers between
the rungs upon which one lays a second ring, these rollers can
have a maximal velocity causing it to break through centrifugal
forces.
The second ring runs then twice as fast as the ladder.
One can place even a ladder on the second ring and put there a
third ring etc., and in that manner one can obtain a very high
rotational velocity.
Harwit:

What was the purpose of all this?

Oberth: One can use that for all sorts of functions, but I had
subsequently made one other invention. How one can simply build
an electromagnetic catapult which glides and hurls things from
the moon [a mass driver].
Harwit:
Oh, then, you had originally thought that this wheel
would fling?
Oberth:
Yes, that one for example can hurl the things away from
the moon with this velocity-multiplier.
Harwit:
I understand, but then you could accomplish that electromagnetically.
Oberth:

Yes, because it [would work] even better yet.

Harwit: And that is the type of electromagnetic sling which then
later ...
Oberth:
It was not further developed, because I did not work on
it [any more].
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Harwit:
Yes, I know, but then Gerard K. O'Neill had further suggested such things. Are you familiar with the name? He is a
physicist from Princeton.
Oberth:

I haven't pursued the matter further.

Harwit: Were you invited in 1969 to Cape Kennedy at the start of
Apollo 11?
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

Who had invited you, von Braun?

Oberth:

Werner von Braun.

Harwit:
Can you describe your thoughts with the start of the
rocket and then later with the landing on the moon?
Oberth: Oh yes, you know I was pleased, that it had come about,
like I had foreseen it.
Harwit:

Any other thoughts about it?

Oberth:
moon?

Wasn't it the Apollo 9, which had first landed on the

Harwit:
No, it was certainly Apollo 11.
Some of the Apollo
rockets had first circled the moon, but Apollo 11 first landed
with people. What would you say about the misfortune with Challenger [space shuttle] a year and a half ago?
Oberth:
I had always warned against being too impatient. The
complicated mechanisms, when only one, two parts fail, there is
immediately nothing more.
Harwit: Would you say, that the whole concept at this time is
too complicated, and that one must simplify the whole thing?
Oberth:
I am naturally for that, to simplify everything as far
as possible.
Only one must naturally work carefully, because it
has so many components all of which must function.
Harwit:
Yes. There must nevertheless be machines, which are so
complicated that it is no small wonder that they are able to
function at all, and then one must, in all likelihood, make fundamental alterations.
Do you think that it is so with the
[space] shuttle, or do you think that it is fundamentally a servicable system as it is presently structured?
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Oberth: Yes, fundamentally the thing goes na~urally, otherwise
it would not have gone till now. And that one should make everything as redundant as possible.
Harwit: How do you see the future of the American space program
in this respect, I mean in respect to complications, the
probability that it will be even more complicated, or perhaps
not?
Oberth: Well now, as simple as possible and as complicated as
necessary.
I cannot say more about that.
Harwit: Do you see differences between the Soviet and the
American approach?
Oberth:
talent.

The Russians have perhaps somewhat more inventive

Harwit:

For instance?

Oberth:
For example, the Americans have an awful, complicated
tile system (on their space shuttle) so that the rocket, which
flies to the station landing strip is not burned up in the atmosphere.
Harwit:

Yes.

Oberth: The Russians have made it so simple in that they have
mixed sawdust and glue; and have covered the thing.
Harwit:

That was sawdust and glue?

Oberth:

Yes, a thick film which can burn off until it ...

Harwit:

And this can then be replaced?

Oberth: Yes.
That is only one of many examples.
rockets are simpler, but naturally stronger.

The Russian

Harwit:
Is that the right direction, do you mean, simplicity and
strength?
Oberth:
I say, as simple as possible and as complicated as
necessary.
But for this reason you imply that one build strong
Harwit:
rockets? Can one make them simpler?
Oberth:

One can make them simpler.
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Harwit:

Because not everything must work like clockwork?

Oberth:
Imagine if a thing which has ten thousand components,
and everything must function
Harwit:

But the power which saves the component.

Oberth:

It can be more primatively built.

Harwit:

Because not everything is so perfectly balanced.

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: We would like to submit yet two, three more questions
about earlier periods, which we had forgotten yesterday. We saw
that in your earlier correspondence, and also here in your
archives, that you had something to do with a detective firm in
order to try to find out something about Rudolf Nebel.
You
already said yesterday that you did not trust Nebel very much.
Was it usual at that time to work with detectives in order to get
character references?
Oberth: That is difficult for me to answer.
I had made
inquiries not only about Nebel, but also about [Franz von]
Hoefft. Nebel had the principle that one should break oneself of
the habit of respectability.
Harwit: Had you asked about Nebel before you had employed him or
after, when you were disillusioned with him?
Oberth:

After I had been disillusioned with him.

Harwit:

And was this also the same with von Hoefft?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:
Did the firm Ufa, for example, recommend that you inform
yourself about Nebel, or was it your own idea?
Oberth:

It was my own idea.

Harwit:
Can you also tell us something about your association
with Paul Heinisch? Was he in the Astronomy Club in Linz?
Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit:

Was he, so far as you know, related to Kurt Heinisch?
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Oberth:

It is unknown to me.

Harwit:

But you know about Kurt Heinisch?

Oberth:

Yes.

Harwit: Do you know what happened to the original Ufa-model of
the spaceship for "Frau im Mond"?
Oberth:

I don't know what has happened to it.

Harwit: Then we also noticed that you have amongst your correspondence in the twenties correspondence from the observatory
of Juvisy [in France]. Do you remember anything?
Oberth:

It doesn't occur to me.

Harwit: We know that [the 16th century rocket pioneer] Konrad
Haas lived in Hermannstat. Do you know something of him as a
young man?
Oberth:
ago.

Yes. I had first come to hear of him six or seven years

Harwit: Well, as a child, had you ever heard of him? Or had you
ever heard of Casimir Siemienowicz of Poland, who [similarly]
wrote on rockets in the 17th century?
Oberth:

No.

Harwit: And for the last thing, what is your opinion of Hermann
Ganswindt?
Oberth: Hermann Ganswindt had had an unusual inventive talent.
It is not so important how much one knows, but what one can
manage to do with what one knows.
And he didn't know so very
much, but he had ideas which had almost led to space travel. He
had the bad luck that he arrived too soon with his ideas.
For
example, he had invented the helicopter and said to his professor
that it should fly with about 35 horsepower. His professor said
that it was not possible, that one needed 300 horsepower. But he
said he was convinced of it.
Then the peer reviewer said that it
is not necessary, there is already a professorial opinion available.
He simply had bad luck.
Harwit:
Do you follow the latest Soviet developments in space
travel, for example the Mir station, Energia rockets, etc.?
Oberth:

I am now just too old.

I read the latest issue of
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Astronautik and saw that there was already much that is new to
me.
Harwit: Have you sometimes contemplated the history of rockets
before the 20th century, such as the projects of Sir William Congreve?
Oberth:

No.

Harwit: Good, I believe that is all of our questions, and we
express our thanks once again for your patience and your cooperation.
Oberth:

I also thank you.

Harwit:

Thank you very much.
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